
 

 

 

Good day  

we received your contact from one of our clients ,who said you are also interested on our products. 

Great thanks for choosing us here is our product , we have two options , as we are a farming 

company that specializes with pig farming 

Option 1 

We Farm the traditional way ,where you are able to visit a farm and buy a pig based on it weight ,so 

we would weigh it and sell it to you as per kg price of that time, our pigs are vaccinated and we’ll 

looked after as we frequently be visited by a vet specialist and we make sure they’re fed well with no 

excessive fat and our kg price is one of the very competitive price you can find in our kzn region. 

Options 2 

Our second option it’s where we have introduced a “Metaverse Farm “ where you can be able to 

Farm and own a pig but it a virtual pig ,meaning we would Farm on your behalf, you don’t have to 

carry any risk of it as we would be doing all the job for you ,from vaccines to pig feeding, with 

regards to the virtual pig you get to buy it at an amount of R2200 once off and this pig will then be 

sold and you would then be able to make a profit of R500pm every month for a period of 12 months. 

How is your profit guaranteed  

So basically when you buy the virtual pig, you will then be owning that pig virtual meaning one of the 

pig at our farm will be belonging to you, it won’t be a specific pig as that would mean you now have 

to carry the risk of its vaccination and feeding it ,in such a case where should it die ,you will then 

loose if it a specific pig, now that it not specific but virtual you will then be on the safe side that you 

would never hear from us telling you that we can’t pay you out your R500pm due to a pig being 

dead, cos your one will never die. 

How do we make our profit  

We are a company that specializes in breeding pigs so it means that we breed pigs till they give birth 

of which a pig gives birth twice a year and a pig gives birth at a minimum of 6 piglets per time and in 

those piglets that where our company makes profit through selling these piglets to arbiters and 

some individuals butcher companies, through the sales of those piglets we then make a profit and 

from those profits margins its where we able to share or splits that profit with you and you're able to 

make that R500pm 

 

 



 

 

 

Where or how all this money is generate  

However we won't hide the fact that the company makes a lot of profit as the same pig you own 

virtual may give birth to a minimum of 10 piglets per year and those are the live piglets ,but we 

should also look at the fact that the company carries the risk and insurance of these animals as 

they're at the farm also the running cost of the company to all its employees that have to be paid at 

every month end, also considering the logistics of transportation of piglets to our abattoir where we 

generate our profits through the sales deal on bulk sales also we sell at the farm live pigs ,that our 

primary source of sales as well. 

How to contact us 

You can contact our through our social media platform all at piggy Farm Trading or through our 

website that is provided on our header or best visit us on our between 9am and 16:30pm from 

Monday to Friday and on Saturday we open on 9am till 13:00 pm ,all Sunday and public holiday we 

are closed but all our online system’s will be operational as usual. Also our WhatsApp link please 

press this link and it will direct you to our group 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/L31u1Q69JbtAh3nk84dffm 

How to get started  

We have our company bank details below you can make a transfer of a minimum amount of 

R2200.00 that will represent x1 pig and you can be able to make a purchase of up to x50 pig per 

period of 12 month, meaning in 12 months we only allow 50 pigs per client . Should you wish to 

make more purchases you can then be able to through or via one of your relatives or next of kin 

details to male further purchase. Alternatively you can visit our office where you can be able to 

make purchase through your debit card on our card machine ,you can also visit any Nedbank atm 

near you to make a deposit and never forget to make your reference your full name and sent your 

proof of payment via email or our company WhatsApp number so that you can be captured on our 

payment system profile. 

Gratitude or commission or referral compensation  

We do give our clients a minimum amount of R200.00 per client’s referred to piggy farm trading, but 

it not compulsory for you to refer or recruit and buyer ,you can only do so if and only you wish to 

make an extra income for your self and enjoy those benefits and great news is that you don’t have to 

be an client of ours before you can refer a buyer to us and enjoy those benefits, even of you are not 

our client you commission will be paid to you at your nominated account of your choice. 

 

 



 

 

 

Sales not investment  

Please note this is not an investment company or trading company we simply buy and sell pigs so, 

your money from you to us will be for a purchase of a pig(s) not any investment where you should 

expect any share dividends per annum.  

We thank you  


